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Fiery JDF Technology 
The integration between PrintSmith™ Vision and Fiery® takes advantage of Fiery JDF technology. JDF is an open 
standard technology that allows data to pass between different applications and systems to help automate the 
print production workflow. JDF simplifies data exchange and collection; eliminates manual data entry and re-
entry; and makes print production faster, more efficient, and more accurate. 

About the PrintSmith Vision and Fiery Integration 
To take advantage of the PrintSmith Vision and Fiery integration, you must have a digital printer that supports 
Fiery JDF technology or you must have Fiery Central configured. 

Fiery Central is a production printing solution. To optimize printing resources, you can manage the workloads on 
groups of print devices from a central console. Fiery Central can print jobs on both Fiery and non-Fiery printers. 

Notes  Check the EFI Web site to find out if Fiery JDF technology is supported on your digital printer(s). It may 
be built-in or available as an update at no extra cost. 

 For simplicity, the term Fiery device is used both for a printer with Fiery JDF technology or for Fiery 
Central in the rest of this guide. 

When PrintSmith Vision is integrated with Fiery, the details (print production intent) for digital jobs entered in 
PrintSmith are translated to print processing instructions on a Fiery device. When a job is completed on the Fiery 
device, information is sent back to PrintSmith Vision to adjust stock inventories automatically and to provide 
production counts. This automated workflow reduces errors, collects data you need to run your shop profitably, 
and helps you avoid spending more time entering and re-entering data about a job than producing the job. 

Some initial configuration in PrintSmith Vision is required before jobs can be submitted to a Fiery device. 

Requirements 
• PrintSmith Vision 3.4  

• One or more Fiery devices (printers with Fiery JDF technology, also called JDF-enabled) 

• Fiery JDF version 1.5.0.25 

• Fiery Command WorkStation®  – a print job management interface for Fiery systems, available as a free 
download from the EFI Web site 

• Remote Print Center (RPC) if PrintSmith Vision is hosted by EFI (for information, see “Appendix: 
Installing Remote Print Center (RPC)” on page 47) 

About this Guide 
This guide explains how to configure PrintSmith Vision with a Fiery device and describes the workflow when you 
submit jobs to a Fiery device. 

The guide assumes that: 

• PrintSmith Vision is already installed and set up, and that you are familiar with the process of creating 
invoices and jobs.  

• Your Fiery device(s) and/or Fiery Central are set up and configured. 
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Additional Sources 
For information about See  

Installing PrintSmith Vision and upgrading from 
PrintSmith Classic 8.1 

PrintSmith Vision - Installation and Upgrade 
Guide 

Setting up and using PrintSmith Vision  PrintSmith Vision - Setup and User Guide 
Integrated credit card processing in PrintSmith Vision PrintSmith Vision - Secure Credit Card 

Processing  

Using Tracker for shop floor data collection PrintSmith Vision - Tracker User Guide 

Using Scheduler PrintSmith Vision - Scheduler User Guide 

Using Digital StoreFront with PrintSmith Vision PrintSmith Vision - Digital StoreFront Integration 
Guide 

Using SugarCRM® with PrintSmith Vision PrintSmith Vision - SugarCRM Integration Guide 

Contact Information 
EFI Support 

Web Site: https://customer.efi.com/support 

US Phone: 1.855.EFI.4HLP 
480.538.5800 

UK Phone: +44 (0) 800.783.2737 

EU Phone: +49 (0) 2102.745.4500     

E-Mail: printsmith.support@efi.com 
 
Regular US Service Desk hours are 7 A.M. to 5 P.M. Mountain Standard Time, Monday – Friday 

Regular UK Service Desk hours are 8 A.M. to 5 P.M. Greenwich Mean Time, Monday – Friday 

Regular EU Service Desk hours are 9 A.M to 6 P.M. Central European Time, Monday – Friday   

Note For problems involving infrastructure (i.e., computers, networks, operating systems, backup software, 
printers, third-party software, etc.), contact the appropriate vendor. EFI cannot support these types of 
issues. 

EFI Professional Services 

US Phone: 651.365.5321 
US Fax: 651.365.5334 
E-Mail: ProfessionalServicesOperations@efi.com 

 
EFI Professional Services can help you perform EFI software installations, upgrades, and updates. This group 
can also help you implement, customize, and optimize your EFI software, plus offers a range of training options. 

 

 

  

https://customer.efi.com/support
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mailto:ProfessionalServicesOperations@efi.com
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Overview of Setup Tasks 
The process of configuring the Fiery integration involves completing these tasks in PrintSmith Vision: 

1. In PrintSmith Vision, review and adjust media tolerances (these affect media mapping). 

2. (Fiery Central only) Configure Fiery Central printer group. 

3. Configure FJDJ on Fiery server. 

4. Use a wizard to step through the process of adding your Fiery device. 

5. Map PrintSmith digital definitions to the correct machine (Fiery device). 

6. Map print services to PrintSmith Vision finishing charges.  

Note Task 6 does not apply to Fiery Central. 

This chapter also provides information about managing your Fiery devices (for example, editing or deleting them) 
and about manually mapping media.  

Task 1: Review and Adjust Media Tolerances 
When you run the wizard to add a Fiery device to PrintSmith Vision, the system automatically tries to map stock 
definitions in PrintSmith Vision to the media in the paper catalog on the Fiery device. When a match is found, the 
media is mapped.  

To broaden the mapping possibilities, the system uses media tolerances. For example, a 1-inch tolerance for 
size means that Fiery media that is an inch smaller or larger than the PrintSmith stock definition can be mapped 
to the stock. If you have a stock in PrintSmith that is 17 x 22, and the system does not find an exact match in the 
paper catalog, it will look for the first instance of media within that 1-inch tolerance, for example, 16 x 21 or 18 x 
23. Similarly, a 5% recycled percent tolerance will automatically map media with a 5% higher or lower recycled 
percentage. 

PrintSmith Vision comes with some default media tolerances. Review and adjust them as necessary before you 
run the wizard to add a Fiery device. 

To review and adjust media tolerances 
Note During automatic media mapping, if the system finds an exact match, the media is mapped; tolerance is 

ignored, even if it was specified. The tolerance is taken into account only if an exact match is not there. 
If you want auto-mapping to occur only for exact matches in both systems, set the tolerances to 0.   

1. In PrintSmith Vision, click Preferences in the QuickAccess panel (or select Admin > Preferences). 

2. Under System, select Fiery Media. 

3. If necessary change the tolerance criteria (including unit of measure) that you want the system to use 
during auto media mapping. 

 
4. Click Save to save the your Fiery Media preferences. 

Note You can adjust these preferences at any time and then re-synchronize the media mapping while editing 
the device. See “Managing Fiery Devices” on page 28. 
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Task 2: Configure Fiery Central Printer Group 
Fiery Central supports both Fiery and non-Fiery printers. You must add all these printers to a group on the Fiery 
Central server. This allows operators to manage, monitor, and control all these printers from a single Fiery 
Central server. 

Note These steps apply only to Fiery Central. 

1. On the Start menu select  Programs > EFI > Fiery Central > Fiery Central Manager. 

The Fiery Central Manager window opens.  

2. On the Printer Groups tab, click Add. 

 
3. Enter a Name and Description for the group and then click Next. 

 
4. In the Add/Remove Printers window, do one of the following: 

• In the IP/Server Name field, enter the IP address or DNS name of the printer and select a Server 
Family. Then click Search to list the printer under Available Printers. 

• Click Auto Discovery to search for all available devices on the network.  
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5. Under Available Printers, select the printer you want to add to the group and then click >> to add the 
printer to the Selected Printers list. 

 
6. In the Edit/Configure Printer window: 

a. Enter the Printer Name (for reference).  

b. Specify Installable Options according to the printer’s capabilities. 

c. Click Paper Catalog Map to retrieve the media list from Fiery Central. 
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d. In the Paper Catalog Map window, manually map the media and then click Save to go back to the 
Edit/Configure Printer window. 

 
e. Click OK to save what you did in the Edit/Configure Printer window and return to the Add/Remove 

Printers window. 

7. Click Next. (To add more printers to the group, repeat steps 4 to 6.) 

8. In the Printer Group Defaults window, modify the default settings if necessary and click Next. 

 
9. In  the Save Printer Group window, review the group you created and then click Save to save the 

settings. Doing so will automatically re-start the Fiery Central server to incorporate the changes. 
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Task 3: Configure FJDF on Fiery Server 
To enable JDF communication, FJDF on the Fiery server needs to be configured and running.  

1. Ensure the Fiery server is up and running. 

2. Open a browser and enter the URL http://ipaddress/ where ipaddress is the IP address of the Fiery 
server.  

3. On the server page, click the Configure tab. 

4. Select Launch Configure to open a new browser window. 

5. Provide the credentials to log in as the administrator. 

6. In the browser window, select Server > JDF and see if the Enable JDF check box is selected. 

If the Enable JDF check box is already selected, FJDF is already configured, so no further action is 
required. Click Quit in the lower left corner of the window. 

If the Enable JDF check box is cleared, do the following: 

a. Select the Enable JDF check box.  

b. Click Apply in the lower right corner of the window.  

c. Click Quit in the lower left corner of the window. 

d. You will be prompted to restart the server. Click Reboot. 

e. Wait for the server to restart. 

 
7. To check if FJDF is configured and running, enter this URL into a browser: http://ipaddress:8010 

(where ipdaddress is the IP address of the Fiery Central server). This lists the devices configured on the 
Fiery server. 
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Task 4: Add a Fiery Device 
The Manage Fiery Devices wizard takes you through the process of integrating your Fiery device with PrintSmith 
Vision, automatically mapping your PrintSmith Vision stock definitions to media in a Fiery paper catalog, and 
automatically mapping Fiery capabilities to print services. 

Before you begin 
Before you run the wizard to add a Fiery device, be aware of the following: 

• If you want to add a Fiery device manually (instead of having the system search for it), you must know 
its IP address. For Fiery Central, you must also know the port number and group name. 

Important If PrintSmith Vision is EFI-hosted, you must enter the IP address of a Fiery device (you 
cannot search for it.) 

• You will be asked to select the digital press associated with the Fiery. The digital press is the physical 
equipment defined in the Production Copiers table in PrintSmith Vision. In a digital press definition, the 
digital press is identified in the Machine Name field. 

Start the Manage Fiery Devices wizard 
• In PrintSmith Vision, select Admin > Fiery Integration. The Manage Fiery Devices window opens. 

The first step is to add your Fiery devices. You can add a Fiery device in one of two ways: 

• By entering the IP address of the Fiery device (see below). 

• By having the system search for Fiery devices (see page 21).  

Note You cannot search for Fiery devices if PrintSmith Vision is EFI-hosted. 

Add a Fiery device by providing an IP address 
1. If you know the IP address of your Fiery device, click Add a Fiery Controller.  
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2. In the next window, enter the IP address of the Fiery device . 

For Fiery Central, enter the IP address, port number, and group name using the format shown at the top 
of the window.  

3. Click Next. 

 

Select a digital press 
• In the Associate Digital Press window, select the digital press that is identified with the Fiery and click 

Next. (This is the physical equipment itself as defined in the Production Copiers table in PrintSmith 
Vision.) 
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Select media types and manage media mapping 
1. If you have many stock definitions in PrintSmith Vision (for example, imported from a vendor catalog), 

narrow down the mapping possibilities by selecting the check boxes of the types of stock you want to 
map and then clicking Next. 

 
After you click Next, the media mapping automatically takes place between the PrintSmith Vision stock 
definitions and the media in the Fiery paper catalog. 

2. A Media Mapping Completed window opens and informs you how many media were mapped. Click 
Manage Mapping to review what was mapped and to override the auto mapping or to manually map 
media if necessary. 

 
3. Review the mapped media. 

 
The Fiery Media column lists the media in the paper catalog on the Fiery device; the MIS Media 
column lists the stocks in PrintSmith Vision that were mapped to the media in the Fiery paper catalog. 
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The media mapping window includes the following informational icons: 

 No mapping exists for the media. 

 The media was mapped automatically. 

 The media was mapped manually. 

 Click to display more information about the media. 

4. If media was mapped automatically, click  to check the details and verify the media was mapped as 
you want. 

 
5. If media was not mapped automatically, do one of the following: 

• Click  next to the media to see its specifications in the Fiery paper catalog. Then see if there is a 
matching stock you can select in the MIS Media column. 

 

• Click  next to the media and note its specifications in the Fiery paper catalog. Go back to your 
stock definitions in PrintSmith Vision and either create a matching stock or edit an existing stock. 
Alternatively, change your Fiery Media tolerance preferences (see page 10). Return to the media 
mapping window by editing the device (see “Managing Fiery Devices” on page 28) and click 
Synchronize Media. The old mapping is removed and the new media should now be mapped 
based on the newly added stock definitions and/or changed media tolerances. 

Tips Always click Synchronize Media after you make a change in PrintSmith Vision that may affect 
mapping. 

 You can also map individual stocks manually. See page 28. 

 To un-map media, expand the drop-down list in the MIS Media column and press Home. This 
removes the mapping. 

6. After you finish mapping media, click Next to proceed to Fiery capability mapping. 

  

Select 
matching 

PrintSmith 
stock 
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Review Fiery capability mapping and finish the configuration process 
After you finish mapping media and click Next, the capabilities of the Fiery device are automatically mapped to 
print services.  

Note If you are configuring Fiery Central, a message informs you that there are no device capabilities for the 
selected Fiery device. When using Fiery Central, the operator manually selects finishing print services 
for jobs. 

Typically, unless you create custom print services, you do not need to map anything manually, but you can do so 
if you want. If you do create custom print services later, you can edit your Fiery device and map the custom print 
service to a Fiery capability. For information about custom print services, see page 27. 

Important Later in the setup process (see Task 6: Map Print Services to PrintSmith Vision Finishing Charges” 
on page 24), you will map PrintSmith Vision finishing charges to print services. These print 
services can then be added to jobs, which ensures the Fiery gets the correct finishing instructions. 

1. If a message informs you there are no device capabilities for the selected Fiery device, click OK and 
continue to the final window (step 2).  

If Fiery Capabilities and Print Services are displayed,  review the mapping and click Next. 

 
  

Click to 
expand 
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2. The final window is informational: it lists the virtual printers and job presets that are associated with the 
Fiery device, as well as the capabilities of the device. (Virtual printers and job presets are defined on the 
Fiery itself.) Scroll through the list to familiarize yourself with the virtual printers and job presets and 
then click Finish. 

 
Notes Virtual printers and job presets are defined on the Fiery itself. If nothing was defined, this 

information will not be displayed. For more information about virtual printers and job presets, 
see page 35. 

 The capabilities of the Fiery device are listed in the bottom part of the window. False next to a 
capability means it is not supported on the Fiery device. 

The Fiery device is now listed in the Manage Fiery Devices window. 

3. Click Close. 

 
Tip Any time you want to edit a device (for example, to map more media automatically or map Fiery 

capabilities), select Admin > Fiery Integration, select the device, and click Edit. For more information 
about managing devices, see page 28. 
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Add a Fiery device by searching for it 
You can search for Fiery devices either by having the system automatically discover them on your part (subnet) 
of the network or by providing a range of IP addresses for the system to search.  

Important If PrintSmith Vision is EFI-hosted, you cannot search for a Fiery device; you must enter its IP 
address as described on page 15. 

1. In the Manage Fiery Devices window (Admin > Fiery Integration), click Search for Fiery Controllers. 

 
2. Do one of the following: 

• To automatically discover Fiery devices on your part of the network (local subnet), leave Auto 
Discovery selected and click Next. 

• To search a range of IP addresses, select IP Address Range, enter the IP addresses in the From 
and To fields, and click Next. 

Note The search may take a few minutes. 
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The system lists the Fiery devices it found.  

The top part of the window shows Fiery devices that are supported, meaning you can submit jobs to 
them. 

The bottom part of the window shows Fiery devices that are not activated so cannot be used.  

 
3. If supported devices were found, select the one you want to use and click Next. Then follow the steps 

beginning with “Select a digital press” on page 16. 

 If no supported devices are found, do one of the following: 

• Enable (activate) one of the JDF devices listed in the bottom part of the window and then run the 
configuration wizard again (Admin > Fiery Integration). 

• Make sure the IP range you specified (if any) was correct and try searching again. 

• Try to add a Fiery device by specifying its IP address as described in “Add a Fiery device by 
providing an IP address” on page 15. 
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Task 5: Review and Edit Digital Definitions for Fiery Mapping 
To use a digital definition for printing jobs on a Fiery device, the digital definition must include a machine name 
that is mapped to a Fiery device. During the process of adding a Fiery, you selected a digital press, for example, 
a Canon. The Machine Name field in a digital definition has the name of that digital press. 

Review your digital definitions to ensure they include the correct machine name. For example, if your Fiery is 
associated with your Canon, and you want jobs based on the digital definition for Text 8.5 x 11 B&W Digital to 
be printed on the Fiery, make sure the Machine Name field in the digital definition is set to Canon. 

Whenever this digital definition is then used in a job, after you submit the job, it will be routed to the Fiery device 
with all the necessary job information. 

1. Click Digital Definitions in the QuickAccess panel (or select Pricing > Digital Definitions). 

2. In the list at the top of the window, select the definition you want to review. 

3. Make sure the Machine Name is set to the digital press associated with the Fiery.  

Note If the digital press identified in the Machine Name field is associated with a Fiery, the Fiery 
Device check box is automatically selected and the Fiery device is identified.  (If you change 
the Fiery device, the Machine Name will also change because they are linked  – changing one 
automatically changes the other.)  

 
4. Click Save. 

5. Repeats steps 2 through 4 for each digital definition you want to use with a Fiery device. 
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Task 6: Map Print Services to PrintSmith Vision Finishing Charges 
When you ran the Manage Fiery Devices wizard, it automatically mapped Fiery capabilities to print services. 

Important If you are using Fiery Central, no Fiery capabilities were mapped to print services so the 
information below does not apply to you. Print services must be selected manually for jobs when 
using Fiery Central. 

In PrintSmith Vision you must now map the print services to finishing charges. When a print service is mapped to 
a finishing charge in PrintSmith, the print service can be added to a job that you submit to the Fiery. For 
example, if you add a folding or binding print service to a job, the Fiery receives the instructions it needs to 
produce the job in terms of the kind of folding or binding that was requested.  

Tips You do not need to map all the print services to charges, just the ones that are most likely to be used for 
the jobs you submit to the Fiery. 

 If you are also using Digital StoreFront, you may have already mapped your print services, in which 
case you do not need to any mapping unless more is required. 

 You may not have charge definitions that correspond to the available print services. In this case you can 
create new charges and then map them. 

In addition, because the print service is mapped to a charge in PrintSmith, the pricing for the charge is reflected 
in the job.  

Note If you are integrated with Digital StoreFront, the price for a print service in the job always comes from 
Digital StoreFront (and overrides the price of the charge in PrintSmith). 

Mapping print services to charges 
1. In PrintSmith Vision, select Pricing > Print Services. The Print Services window opens. 

2. By default, all print service categories are listed. To list just one category (for example, binding), select it 
in the Print Service Category field. 

3. In the list of print services, select the one you want to map to a charge and click Select Charge. 
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4. In the Charge Selector window, expand the category that corresponds to the print service you selected. 

5. Select the charge you want to map to the print service and click OK. 

Note If you do not have a matching charge defined, you may need to define it and then come back 
here to map it. 

 
The Pricing field at the bottom of the Print Services window now displays the name of the charge you 
selected. 

 
6. For some fold charges, a Fold Style may be available. Select it if necessary. 
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7. Click Save on the toolbar. The Priced column now includes a check mark. 

 
8. Repeat steps 3 to7 for all the print services you want to map to charges. 

Updating charges 
After you map a charge to a print service, you can update the charge if necessary, for example, change the 
price. 

1. In the Print Services window, select a print service that is mapped to a PrintSmith charge (the Priced 
column has a check mark). 

2. Click Edit Charge. 

 
3. In the Update Charge window, make any necessary changes and click Change. 
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Creating custom print services 
If PrintSmith Vision is integrated with a Fiery, but not with Digital StoreFront, you can create custom print 
services in PrintSmith Vision. You can then map the custom print service to a Fiery capability. When this mapped 
custom print service is added to a job that you submit to the Fiery, the Fiery will receive the appropriate 
instructions. 

Note If you are integrated with Digital StoreFront, you should not create custom print services in PrintSmith 
Vision because they will not exist in Digital StoreFront. Instead, you should create the custom print 
services in Digital StoreFront, synchronize them with PrintSmith Vision (from the Settings tab on the 
MIS Systems page in Digital StoreFront), and map them to a charge in PrintSmith as described on page 
24. You must then map the custom print service to a Fiery capability (by editing the Fiery device) so that 
the Fiery receives the appropriate instructions when the custom print service is part of a job coming 
from Digital StoreFront. 

To create a custom print service 
1. In the Print Services window, select a Print Service Category at the bottom of the window and then 

click New on the toolbar. 

2. In the Print Service field, enter the name of the print service. 

3. Click Select Charge and select the PrintSmith charge you want to map to this print service. 

4. Click Save on the toolbar. The print service now has check marks in the Priced and Custom columns. 

  
5. Edit your Fiery device (as described next) so you can map your custom print service to a Fiery 

capability. 

Tip You can also create a custom print service by copying an existing one. Select a print service in the Print 
Services window and click Duplicate on the toolbar. Edit its name and then complete steps 3 to 5 
above. 
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Managing Fiery Devices 
Once you have added a Fiery device, you can edit it or delete it if necessary. For example, you may want to edit 
a Fiery device to auto-map additional media or to map Fiery capabilities to print services.  

1. Select Admin > Fiery Integration. The Manage Fiery Devices window opens. 

2. Select (highlight) the device you want to edit or delete. 

 
3. To edit the Fiery device, click Edit.  

You will now be taken through the same steps (selecting a digital press, selecting media types, mapping 
media, and mapping Fiery capabilities) as when you added the Fiery. You can make changes at any 
point. For example, if you changed the Fiery media tolerance preferences (see page 10), you can return 
to the media mapping window and synchronize the media to see if more media was mapped. 

4. To delete the Fiery device, click Delete. 

Manually Mapping Individual Stocks 
In addition to the automatic media mapping that the system performs when you add a Fiery device,  individual 
stocks in PrintSmith can be mapped to a media in the paper catalog on a particular Fiery device. If you have 
multiple Fiery devices, you can quickly map the same stock to more than one Fiery. 

1. Click Stock Definitions in the QuickAccess panel (or select Pricing > Stock Definitions). 

2. In the Stock Picker window, select the stock you want to map to media in a Fiery catalog. 
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3. Click the Fiery Paper Catalog tab.  

 
4. Select the Associate with item from Fiery Paper Catalog check box. 

5. Under Fiery Device, select the device on which you plan to use this stock. 

6. Under Paper Catalog, select the media to which you want to map the PrintSmith Vision stock.  

7. If you have multiple Fiery devices, repeat steps 5 and 6 to map the current stock definition to a stock in 
the paper catalog on a different Fiery device. (You can have different mappings on different devices.) 

8. Click Save on the toolbar of the Stock Definitions window. 
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Overview 
Once setup is complete, you can start submitting jobs to your Fiery devices. What happens to submitted jobs 
depends on how you configured your Fiery device. Either all jobs are sent to the Held queue (recommended) and 
are reviewed by an operator in Command WorkStation before being printed or jobs are sent directly to the Print 
queue.  

1. In PrintSmith Vision, create an invoice and a job for a digital printer that is integrated with a Fiery 
device. 

2. From PrintSmith Vision, submit the job to the Fiery. 

3. If jobs are sent to the Held queue, review the job in Command WorkStation (CWS), make any 
necessary changes or corrections, and print the job. 

If jobs are sent to the Print queue, and have no errors, they are printed right away. Otherwise, make any 
necessary corrections so the job can be printed.  

4. After the job is printed, close the job. (The Fiery may be configured to close jobs automatically.) 
Information about the job is then sent back to PrintSmith Vision. 

Details of this workflow follow.  

Creating Jobs for Printing on a Fiery 
The procedure that follows summarizes how to create a job in PrintSmith Vision for the Fiery. For details of 
creating invoices and jobs in PrintSmith, see the PrintSmith Vision - Setup and User Guide.  

When you create jobs for a Fiery device, note the following: 

• You must always provide a content file (what you want printed) as part of the job specification. In 
PrintSmith Vision, content files are also known as digital assets. 

• To provide finishing instructions to the Fiery, add print services, not charges to the job. You can still 
include charges, but that information is not conveyed to the Fiery. 

To create a job for a Fiery 
1. Create an invoice and add a B&W or color job to it.  

2. In the Job window, in the Pricing Copier field, be sure to select a digital definition that is associated 
with a Fiery device. (For information, see “Task 5: Review and Edit Digital Definitions for Fiery Mapping” 
on page 23.) 

 

This must be 
associated with a 
Fiery device. 
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3. Provide the content file for the job: 

a. Under Commands in the Job window, click Digital Assets.  

 
The Digital Assets window opens. 

b. Click Add and select the file you want to print. 

 
The Repository Path column shows the name of the file as it will be listed in the 
DigitalAssetsRepository folder. 

c. To review the file, select it and click Show Preview. (You can review files in PDF, JPG, and PNG 
format.) 

d.  Click OK. (The Digital Assets command is now displayed in green to indicate a content file was 
supplied.) 

 
Important If you do not provide a content file, you will not be able to print the job on the Fiery (an 

unknown page count in Command WorkStation indicates a missing content file). 

 Currently the sheet count that is sent from PrintSmith Vision to the Fiery is based on the 
pages in the PDF content file and the ordered quantity. It does not account for any waste 
or “in sets of” specified for the job. 

  

Click to add a 
content file 

Click to 
preview the 
selected file 
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4. Add print services for any finishing options you want to convey to the Fiery: 

a. Under Charges, click Print Services. 

 
The Print Services Charges window opens and lists all the print services that are mapped to 
PrintSmith charges. (For information about this mapping, see “Task 6: Map Print Services to 
PrintSmith Vision Finishing Charges” on page 24.) 

b. In the Print Services Charges window, select the print service you want and click Add. 

 
The print service you added is now listed under Document Charges. 

c. Add more print services if necessary. 

d. Click Done. 

 
The print service is now listed under Charges in the Job window. It is in orange to distinguish it 
from any regular charges you might add (which are displayed in black). 
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5. Click Save on the toolbar of the Job window and then save the invoice.  

Note You cannot submit a job to a Fiery device if the job or invoice is not saved. 

Submitting Jobs to a Fiery Device 
You can submit jobs to a Fiery device in one of two ways: 

• You can submit a single job directly from the Job window. 

• You can submit several jobs at a time from the Work in Progress window. From this window you can 
also cancel a submitted job and see the status of all jobs that were submitted to Fiery devices. 

Before you start submitting jobs, familiarize yourself with the virtual printers or job presets that may be available 
on the Fiery device you are using for a job.  

About virtual printers and job presets 
Virtual printers and job presets serve as shortcuts to increase productivity and take advantage of what your Fiery 
has to offer. A virtual printer or job preset is a predefined set of commonly used print options for configuring a 
print job. When virtual printers or job presets are defined for a Fiery device, they are automatically available for 
selection when jobs are submitted to the Fiery, which minimizes selections and clicks.  

Virtual printers include a job action like “hold/print/delete” when a job reaches the Fiery while job presets are 
predefined templates of job properties that are typically placed in the Held queue only. You define virtual printers 
and job presets with Command WorkStation. Fiery Central supports just job presets whereas a Fiery server can 
have both virtual printers and job presets associated with it.  

Note On some Fiery servers, virtual printers are an installable option that must be enabled. 

When you are submitting a job to the Fiery: 

• If you select a virtual printer or job preset for a job, the job is printed according to the job presets. Only 
the quantity and stock are sent to the Fiery device from PrintSmith Vision.  

• If you do not select a virtual printer or job preset, information from the job in PrintSmith is sent to the 
Fiery device, but not all the job information may be used – only that which can be sent in JDF format, 
and which applies to the Fiery device. For example, business cards may be printed 1-up even if you 
specified 20-up. 
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Submitting jobs from the Job window 
1. Open the invoice that includes the job you want to submit and then open the job. (Both the invoice and 

job must have been previously saved.) 

2. Click Submit on the toolbar (or select Submit to Fiery under Commands in the left pane). 

 
3. To use a virtual printer or job preset for the job: 

a. Select the Use a virtual printer check box. 

b. Select the virtual printer or job preset you want to use. Information about it is then displayed on the 
right as shown in the figure below. The job will be produced according to the characteristics of the 
virtual printer you select. 

c. Select the MediaOrientation. 

d. (Optional) Click Preview JDF to examine the JDF ticket that will be sent to the Fiery. 

e. If you want the job printed on the stock you selected for the job instead of on the media defined on 
the virtual printer, leave the Use media assigned to the job in PrintSmith instead of stock 
assigned to virtual printer check box selected. (If this media is not recognized on the Fiery, you 
will need to map the media in Command WorkStation. See page 42.) 

f. Click OK.  

After a few seconds you will get a message indicating the job was submitted. See “Processing on the 
Fiery” on page 39. 
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4. If you do not want to use a virtual printer or job preset for the job: 

a. Leave the Use a virtual printer check box cleared. 

b. Select the MediaOrientation. 

c. (Optional) Click Preview JDF to examine the JDF ticket that will be sent to the Fiery. 

d. Click OK.  

After a few seconds you will get a message indicating the job was submitted. See “Processing on the 
Fiery” on page 39. 

 
Tip After you submit a job, the Submit button on the toolbar of the Job window changes to Void Submitted 

Job. Click this if you change your mind about printing the job. After the job is voided, the button 
changes back to Submit. 
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Submitting jobs from the Work in Progress window 
1. Select Reports > Work in Progress. 

2. In the Report Type field, select Integrated Schedule. The Work in Progress window now includes a 
Fiery pane.  

 
3. (Optional) To sort the list of jobs differently, select a different criterion in the Sort By field.  

4. Select the job you want to submit and click Submit in the Fiery pane. 

5.  Depending whether you are selecting a virtual printer or not, complete either step 3 or 4 as described in 
“Submitting jobs from the Job window” starting on page 36. 

6. To cancel a job you submitted, select the job and click Cancel in the Fiery pane. 

Status information is provided in the last three columns in the Work in Progress window: 

  
7. To see some additional details of a submitted job, select it and click Info in the Fiery pane. In the figure 

below you can see the job is waiting to be processed.  
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Processing on the Fiery 
What happens to jobs after you submit them from PrintSmith depends on how the Fiery is configured.  

If jobs are sent to the Held queue 
If the Fiery is configured so that jobs are sent to the Held queue (which is the recommended method), you must 
always review each job. For example, you may want to look at the job ticket or select media before printing the 
job.  

1. Start Command WorkStation. Your job should be listed on the Held tab. 

 
2. If any warnings are displayed for a job, make the necessary adjustments. A typical cause is 

unrecognized (unmapped) media. For information about mapping the media, see page 42.   

 
3. If a job was submitted without a content file, the warning icon is displayed next to the job and Unknown 

is displayed next to Pages below JDF Settings. In this case, cancel the submitted job in PrintSmith, 
add a content file to the job, and re-submit the job. 

 
4. Review the details of the job. For example, right-click the job and select JDF Settings.  

On the Media tab you can see what media was selected: 

 

Warning 
of issue 

with a 
job 
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On the Job Info tab, you can see finishing information, for example, Binding: Coil Bind, Blue. 

 
5. Print the job.  

After it is printed, the job is listed on the Printed tab. 
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6. If a mistake was made, such as the wrong stock was used for a job: 

a. Right-click the job and select JDF Settings 

b. Click the Job Info tab. 

c. In the Comments field, enter a note to explain the problem and then click Add. 

d. Click OK.  

These comments will be included on the job ticket in PrintSmith Vision.  

 
7. Depending how Command WorkStation is configured, jobs may close automatically or may need to be 

closed manually. Some shops may require some manual input even if jobs are closed automatically. 

Important If you track stock inventory in PrintSmith, for accurate results do not configure Command 
WorkStation to close jobs automatically. When a job is closed automatically on the Fiery, 
the stock quantity is sent back to PrintSmith as soon as the job is printed, and does not 
include the actual sheet count that the operator may enter after the job is done. For the 
actual sheet count to be sent back to PrintSmith, make sure Command WorkStation is 
configured for manual closing of jobs. This gives the operator the opportunity to enter an 
actual sheet count (if it differs from the original sheet count for the job) before the 
information is sent to PrintSmith. Stock inventory in PrintSmith is then adjusted correctly. 
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If jobs require manual closing  

• Right-click the job you want to close, select JDF Settings, and click the Close Job tab. Make sure 
the Employee ID is correct and, if necessary, change the Actual Sheets (although typically this is 
not needed since the number is calculated for you). Then click Close Job (in the bottom left of the 
window). 

 
If jobs close automatically  

• Right-click the closed (finished) job, select JDF Settings, and click the Close Job tab. Make sure 
the Employee ID is correct and, if necessary, change the Actual Sheets (although typically this is 
not needed since the number is calculated for you). Note that if you change the actual sheets for a 
closed job, that information is not sent back to PrintSmith Vision. 

If jobs are sent to the Print queue 
If the Fiery is configured so that jobs are automatically sent to the Print queue, they are printed right away if they 
have no errors. If errors are found, you must correct them and then print the job. Job closing is the same as 
described in step 7 of “If jobs are sent to the Held queue” above. 

Media mapping  
When a job is submitted from PrintSmith Vision, the Fiery checks whether the stock specified for the job is 
mapped to media in the paper catalog on the Fiery. If it is, that media is used. If no mapping exists, the Fiery 
attempts to map the specified stock to an entry in the paper catalog. If the mapping is successful, the media is 
used for any job that contains the same media definition. If the mapping fails, you can map the media manually 
to an item in the paper catalog.  

1. If a job you submitted has a warning icon next to it, the most likely issue is unrecognized media that 
cannot be mapped based on the information that the Fiery received. To map the media, right-click the 
job and select JDF Settings or click JDF Settings on the right side of the window.  

 
  

Warning 
icon 
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2. On the Media tab, in the Map to Paper Catalog field, select the media you want to use.   

 
3. Click OK. 
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What Is Sent Back to PrintSmith Vision 
The following information is sent back to PrintSmith Vision from the Fiery: 

• The status of the job. This can be seen in the Work in Progress window. 

• After a job is closed, comments that were entered about the job in Command WorkStation (on the Job 
Info tab in the JDF Settings window) are included on the job ticket in PrintSmith. 

• For inventoried stock, the available stock quantity is adjusted based on the stock that was consumed for 
the job on the Fiery. 

 

• If you use Tracker, the Tracker Status window shows the estimated and actual times spent on the job. 
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If you double-click an item in the Tracker Status window, the Tracker Details window shows the 
estimated/ actual setup and run times and the number of impressions. 

 

• If you use Tracker, the costing information is updated for the invoice. 
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Appendix: Installing Remote Print Center (RPC) 

When Is Remote Print Center Required? 
When PrintSmith Vision is EFI-hosted, to ensure communication between PrintSmith Vision and a Fiery, you 
must install a Remote Print Center (RPC) server on one of your PrintSmith Vision client computers that is 
connected to a Fiery. This RPC server then communicates with an RPC client that resides with your PrintSmith 
Vision server in the EFI hosting center. 

RPC Requirements 
The computer on which you install RPC must meet these hardware and software requirements: 

Operating system: Windows 7, 8, 10, Server 2008 R2 Standard, or Server 2012 R2 Standard or Essentials  
Macintosh OS X version 10.9, 10.9 Server, 10.10, or 10.10 Server 

Processor: Dual core 
Memory: 4 GB  

In addition, the computer where you install RPC must: 

• Have access to the Fiery device(s) you are using. 

• Have access to the Internet, including access to PrintSmith Vision. 

• Run 24/7 and not go to sleep. It must be available for communication all the time. 

Tip On a Windows computer, turn off sleep mode in the Power Options settings in the Control 
Panel; on a Macintosh, turn off sleep mode in the Energy Saver settings. 
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Installation Procedure 
1. Obtain the RPC Installer as instructed. 

2. On the computer where you plan to install RPC, double-click the Installer. (On Windows, this is 
RPCInstallerWindow.exe; on a Macintosh you receive a zip file named RPCInstallerWindow.zip, 
which you must unzip to obtain the Installer.) 

3. Follow the instructions in the Installer, being sure to enter your PrintSmith Vision URL in the Get User 
Input window as shown below. 
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